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Class- U.K.G.

 Sub-Rhymes

1. Topic- little me



Eight big fingers standing up tall,

Two little ears to hear his call,

One little nose that I can blow,

Ten little toes all in a row,

Two short thumbs that wriggle up and down,

Two little feet to stand on the ground,

Hands to clap and eyes to see,

Oh that fun just to be me!

2.Topic-the cherry tree

I had a little Cherry stone,

I put it in the ground,

And when next day I come to look,

Atena shoot I found,

And shoot grew up ward day by day,

And soon become a tree,

I picked my Rosy cherries them,

And ate them for my tea!



      Home  assignment

              Ambition academy

            class -UKG

           Sub- mathematics

1)practice the 1 to 100 forward counting in your rough note book.

2)practice the 50 to 1 backward counting in your rough note book.

3)Learn the table of 2 to 5.

4)Make a chart of table 2 to 10.



Ambition Academy Varanasi

Class -UKG

Subject- English assignment during lockdown

Question 1 .write a to z in small letter

 Question 2 .write three words beginning with the following
letter.

1.k

2.v

3.p

Question 3 . Draw a picture of human parts and write their
names in notebook .

Question 4.Write the sounds of the following

Car, rabbit, duck, monkey, snake, owl, frog, cow etc.....

 question 5. Write and Learn the name of the days.

Question 6. Write opposites of the following words.

Fat, day, laugh, tall, small, thin, near, hard.

Question 7. Write and Learn the name of the months.
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